Some neurons in the visual cortex alter their spiking rate according to the perceptual interpretation of an observed stimulus, rather than its physical structure alone. Experiments in monkeys have suggested that, although the proportion of neurons showing this effect differs greatly between cortical areas, this proportion remains similar across different stimuli. These findings have raised the intriguing questions of whether the same neurons always participate in the disambiguation of sensory patterns and whether such neurons might represent a special class of cortical cells that relay perceptual signals to higher cortical areas. Here we explore this question by measuring activity in the middle temporal cortex of monkeys and asking to what degree the percept-related responses of individual neurons depend upon the specific sensory input. In contrast to our expectations, we found that even small differences in the stimuli led to significant changes in the signaling of the perceptual state by single neurons. We conclude that nearly all feature-responsive neurons in this area, rather than a select subset, can contribute to the resolution of sensory conflict, and that the role of individual cells in signaling the perceptual outcome is tightly linked to the fine details of the stimuli involved. binocular rivalry ͉ neurophysiology ͉ perceptual organization ͉ visual perception
Some neurons in the visual cortex alter their spiking rate according to the perceptual interpretation of an observed stimulus, rather than its physical structure alone. Experiments in monkeys have suggested that, although the proportion of neurons showing this effect differs greatly between cortical areas, this proportion remains similar across different stimuli. These findings have raised the intriguing questions of whether the same neurons always participate in the disambiguation of sensory patterns and whether such neurons might represent a special class of cortical cells that relay perceptual signals to higher cortical areas. Here we explore this question by measuring activity in the middle temporal cortex of monkeys and asking to what degree the percept-related responses of individual neurons depend upon the specific sensory input. In contrast to our expectations, we found that even small differences in the stimuli led to significant changes in the signaling of the perceptual state by single neurons. We conclude that nearly all feature-responsive neurons in this area, rather than a select subset, can contribute to the resolution of sensory conflict, and that the role of individual cells in signaling the perceptual outcome is tightly linked to the fine details of the stimuli involved. binocular rivalry ͉ neurophysiology ͉ perceptual organization ͉ visual perception W hat aspects of neural activity in the brain are most directly responsible for producing and shaping the contents of our perception? This question is central to our understanding of how to link basic sensory processing with our subjective experience (1) , and clear answers have thus far proven elusive. Visually bistable patterns, in which ambiguous or inherently conflicting (rivalrous) physical structure give rise to an ever-changing percept, have played an important role in exploring the neural roots of visual perception (2) (3) (4) . For example, numerous electrophysiological experiments have used such patterns to dissociate constant sensory stimulation from a time-varying percept, often relying upon trained macaque monkeys to report how the stimulus appears at each moment. These experiments have revealed that the activity of a small proportion of neurons in the earliest cortical areas reflects a perceptually dominant stimulus, but that the number increases at higher processing stages (3, (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . Interestingly, it appears that the proportion of cells showing such perceptual modulation is roughly constant for a given area and does not depend greatly upon which bistable stimulus is used for testing. At least two different paradigms have been used in these types of studies. In the case of binocular rivalry, the two eyes view dissimilar patterns, and perceptual dominance alternates between each monocular view. In the case of bistable structure from motion, a half-transparent object rotating ambiguously in depth provokes alternations in the perceived direction of rotation. As it turns out, in the motionsensitive medial temporal (MT) cortical area, 40%-50% of directionally tuned neurons showed modulation during binocular rivalry (10) , with a similar proportion found by using 3D structure from motion (7, 9) . In contrast, a considerably smaller fraction of modulating neurons was found in the primary visual cortex revealed by using both paradigms (6, 8, 12) .
Why might the cortical expression of bistable perception be so similar for these rather different patterns? A parsimonious explanation that has been previously suggested (1) is that there exists a specialized perceptual network in the brain in which neurons have designated roles in perceptual signaling. Such a network might, for example, be associated with a particular neurochemistry or connectivity that is in place to effectively transmit disambiguated visual information to other brain structures. In this case, one might expect a neuron participating in such a network to consistently show perceptual modulation as long as the alternate perceptual states tap into its sensory tuning. A purely ''sensory'' neuron, in contrast, would respond only according to the stimulus present at any point in time and show no such modulation. Alternatively, it is possible that individual cells do not have fixed roles in perception at all, and thereby vary in their degree of perceptual modulation according to the specific stimulus conflict at hand.
Here we address this question by testing individual neurons with up to four different bistable patterns in the same session, asking whether a neuron showing perceptual modulation for one such stimulus would also have a high probability of showing similar modulation for another. We monitored neurons in the MT cortical area of monkeys presented with several binocular motion rivalry stimuli in the same session. Specifically, we used the robust paradigm of flash suppression (11, 14) to generate alternate perceptual states in which one or another direction of motion would be perceived during a period of binocular rivalry. In contrast to the previous predictions, we found that the perceptual modulation of a neuron with one rivalry pattern had very little bearing on the modulation with another, although the component stimuli were matched in terms of the neuron's basic sensory responses. This observation held true even when the percepts were identical or nearly identical, suggesting that the same perceptual state can arise from different underlying activity patterns within this area. These findings argue against the existence of a network in the visual cortex that is designated for expressing and relaying perceptual signals, and indicate instead that nearly all neurons in this area can carry perceptual signals depending upon the precise nature of the stimulus conflict. two recording sites were recorded, from which 126 stimulusresponsive single units were isolated (88 for monkey K97 and 38 for monkey E00). Neurons were monitored Յ4 h, during which time the responses to several different binocular rivalry stimuli were tested. The stimuli consisted of either random dots or sinusoidal gratings moving in different directions in the two eyes (see Fig. 1 ). To ensure good control of the animals' perception on each trial, we used the paradigm of binocular rivalry flash suppression (BRFS), where two dissimilar monocular stimuli are presented with an asynchronous onset (Fig. 1a) . When the delay time is sufficiently long, such as the 850 msec used in this study, perception in BRFS is reliably biased toward seeing the second stimulus in both humans (14) and monkeys (11) .
Four different direction combinations (henceforth ''configurations'') were presented in binocular conflict during pseudorandomized trials of flash suppression. We were thus able to investigate neural responses to alternate perceptual states of several rivalry stimuli and compare the activity differences to those expected based on the responses of the neuron to the corresponding component stimuli (Fig. 1b) . Importantly, we could also determine whether individual cells would show similar levels of perceptual modulation for different rivalry configurations, as might be expected if they had a fixed role in the resolution of perceptual ambiguity. Due to the robustness of the BRFS technique, we did not require the animals to signal their percepts on each trial during testing, although we verified the consistent biasing of perception in one monkey (K97) during separate psychophysical testing (Fig. 1c) . Figure 1 a and b shows the two conditions used in the experiment. In the ''test'' condition, neural responses were compared during the alternate perceptual states in binocular rivalry brought about by differential monocular adaptation (i.e., BRFS). In the ''control'' condition, there was no binocular rivalry, but simply a replacement of one monocular stimulus by another shown to the opposite eye. Rivalry stimuli consisted of either moving dots or grating patterns that differed by at least 45°in their direction of drift in the two eyes (see Fig. 1d ). The control condition thus mimicked the sequential percept of the test condition, but there was no conflict present in need of perceptual resolution.
We first examined whether MT neurons responded differentially to the alternate percepts during flash suppression. In Fig. 1 . Experimental paradigm. (a) (Upper) Monkeys were shown dichoptic grating patches or random dot fields by using a mirror stereoscope. BRFS test trials start with a monocular presentation of one of the two motion stimuli for several hundred milliseconds. After this period, the second stimulus is turned on in the other eye. The resulting percept is a stimulus sequence, during which one pattern is replaced by the other one. By reversing the temporal order between the stimuli, it is possible to raise each rival stimulus to awareness while keeping stimulation constant. (Lower) Time course of BRFS paradigm. (b) (Upper) Physical alternation control consists of a sequential monocular presentation of the two rival stimuli. The resulting perceptual sequence is similar to that evoked by BRFS with the same set of stimuli, but at no point is there more than one stimulus on the screen. (Lower) Time course of all experimentally relevant events for the physical alternation control condition. (c) Monkey psychophysics. The monkey was trained to report the physical presence of red or green stimuli and disregard stimuli that resemble interocular mixtures between the two. BRFS was instigated between various red and green stimuli, and successful trials (i.e., the monkey indicated a reversal from a red to a green stimulus and vice versa) were compared against unsuccessful ones (where no perceptual change was reported). Note that the fraction of reported trials with successful BRFS is Ϸ90%. (d) Stimulus set used for comparing perceptual modulation across four different stimulus configurations (CFG 1-4). The monocular patterns that were pitted against each other consisted of either circular patches of random dots that were moving coherently in one of four different directions (dots) or grating patches with the same outline drifting in four different directions (gratings).
comparing the neural responses between the test and control conditions, we focused on the activity level following the onset of the second stimulus (indicated in yellow in Fig. 1 a and b) , which marks the beginning of the rivalry period, and hence the alternate perceptual states. In the control condition, the cell's sensory preferences predicted activity differences during this period, and stimuli were categorized as effective (''preferred'') or ineffective (''null'') in activating the neuron based on the mean change in firing rate they elicited. In the test condition, where rivaling preferred and null stimuli are simultaneously present in opposite eyes, the expectations are less clear. Neurons showing no differentiated firing during alternate perceptual conditions might be relegated to pure sensory analysis, whereas those observed to alter their firing according to the percept might play a direct role in perception. It is important to note that, in conducting this test, we restricted our analysis to only those neurons that showed significant sensory tuning (i.e., significantly different mean responses) to the competing directions making up the binocular rivalry pairs.
In accordance with previous results, the population activity in MT showed some differences between the two perceptual states. This difference was observed during flash suppression in both configurations shown in Fig. 2a and supporting information (SI) Fig. 11c (gray areas). Control experiments verified that the observed modulation was indeed related to the perceptual state, rather than basic sensory responses or neural spiking adaptation (see SI Fig. 10 ). Also in agreement with the previous studies, the magnitude of modulation corresponding to alternate perceptual states was small compared with the physical modulation in the control condition, despite the nearly identical visual appearance of the stimulus sequence in the two conditions. Importantly, we next investigated whether a neuron showing perceptual modulation during flash suppression for one stimulus configuration would show similar modulation for another configuration consisting of different motion components. Specifically, we examined neurons for which the control stimulation revealed that they were tuned for multiple configurations ( Fig.  2b Bottom, gray areas), and asked whether the degree of perceptual modulation would be similar for the two corresponding test configurations. Surprisingly, we found that neuronal responses were often completely different for different configurations in the test condition, although the control conditions were matched in their tuning. This effect can be seen in Fig. 2b , where the level of perceptual modulation for the two configurations was very different in the test condition (gray areas, Middle), despite the similar modulation in the two configurations during the control condition (gray areas, Bottom). In particular, this neuron showed strong modulation for the two different percepts in CFG-1, but none at all for CFG-2 (see SI Fig. 9 for more single-neuron examples).
In fact, across the population of 117 neurons (85 with the grating stimuli and 32 with the random dots), the responses of a single neuron to different pairs of rivalry stimuli were almost completely uncorrelated, as can be seen in Fig. 3a (see also SI  Fig. 6b ). This scatter plot shows all combinations of stimulus configurations over the population of cells for which significant response differences were observed in the control condition (see Table 1 for the separate analysis of all individual rivalry pairs and SI Table 1 for both the grating and random dot stimuli. Remarkably, we found that in only one case was there a significant correlation in the modulation observed between different stimulus configurations. In computing the . Note that in all cases the monkeys perceived a stimulus sequence, during which either the nonpreferred stimulus is replaced by the preferred stimulus (blue trace) or the preferred stimulus is followed by the nonpreferred pattern (orange trace). The period indicated in yellow corresponds to the time window of identical stimulation during BRFS, which includes the time period used for further analysis (see Methods). The difference in firing rate in response to both stimulus configurations correlates with the perceptual difference evoked by the two flash suppression conditions. Fig. 9b for example responses to the random dot stimuli). Note that the preferred stimulus did not change, whereas the nonpreferred stimulus was replaced by another stimulus that was not effective when presented in isolation. Nevertheless, perceptual modulation during perceptual dominance of the preferred pattern hinged on the nonpreferred pattern (as highlighted by the black arrow), although it has no direct effect on the activation of the cell (see Bottom).
population data, it is important to keep in mind that single-unit responses in the visual cortex are highly variable, and there is the danger that trial-to-trial variability could lead one to believe that responses to the two different stimulus configurations were significantly different, when, in fact, they were not. To ensure that spiking variability did not contribute to this observation, we applied the same analysis again, but for trials that all came from the same (test) condition from the same stimulus configuration. For each neuron, we randomly divided all of the trials in half and made a scatter plot of the means for the two halves. The results, shown in Fig. 3c , demonstrate the expected strong correlation across the population, proving that the results in Fig. 3a cannot be attributed to response variability (i.e., ''noise'').
The independent modulation for different stimulus configurations can also be demonstrated by comparing the neuronal discrimination between alternate percepts following the conventions used in the computation of ''choice probability'' (15) . Choice probability provides a measure of the statistical correspondence between the choice of an animal on each trial and the corresponding neural response on that trial [the exact value of ''choice probability'' for a particular neuron has been shown to vary with the type of task or training history (16) (17) (18) ]. More generally, individual neural responses can be classified on any basis, and the ability of a cell to discriminate between two or more categories can be evaluated by using receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis. In the present case, responses were divided according to the alternate perceptual states imposed during BRFS. The results are shown in Fig. 4a and clearly demonstrate that individual neurons are uncorrelated in their ability to discriminate different pairs of motion percepts. Finally, the fact that different neurons show perceptual modulation with different stimulus configurations leads to the potentially important observation that a very high proportion of neurons can participate in reporting the perceptual outcome of a sensory conflict. The data in Fig. 4b demonstrate that when only four different stimulus configurations are considered, Ͼ90% of the Most neurons do not transfer perceptual modulation between different BRFS configurations (data from monkey E00 by using the random dot motion stimuli; see SI Fig. 6 for data of both monkeys and the grating stimuli). (a) Scatter plot of mean activity difference (in spikes per sec) between the preferred and nonpreferred stimulus for the time period of 200 -800 msec following flash suppression (resulting in identical stimulation with both stimuli on the screen). Each dot represents the average firing rates of one neuron. All significant response differences are color coded in gray (significant response differences for both stimulus configurations), cyan (significant response differences for CFG-B only), and magenta (significant responses for CFG-A only). The plot is a superposition of six plots obtained by individual stimulus comparisons. Accordingly, the CFG-A and CFG-B correspond to the following stimulus pair comparisons: configuration 3 vs. 4, 4 vs. 2, 3 vs. 2, 1 vs. 2, 3 vs. 1, and 1 vs. 4. Note that n (71) corresponds to the number of comparisons, rather than the absolute number of neurons (32). Neurons that were selective for more than two of the tested configurations are represented multiple times. There was no correlation between the response levels for each stimulus configuration (r ϭ 0.2, P ϭ 0.1). See Table 1 for a summary of all six individual cross-configuration comparisons. (b) Scatter plot of mean spike rate differences between the preferred and nonpreferred stimulus for the time period of 200 -800 msec following physical alternation (resulting in monocular stimulation with either the preferred or nonpreferred stimulus). Each dot represents firing rates of a single neuron for the same population of cells as in a. Accordingly, CFG-A and CFG-B label the same comparisons between rival stimuli used in a. Response differences for physical alternation are typically larger than those obtained during flash suppression (for easier comparison, both plot axes are cropped at 40 Hz). Note the strong correlation of activity levels under this condition (r ϭ 0.69, P Ͻ 0.001), indicating that the lack of correlation during flash suppression is not based on response differences to the monocular components chosen for comparison. (c) For the withinconfiguration comparison shown here, we divided up all trials of each of the four stimulus configurations and computed the average activity level for each of these data subsets. The high correlation (r ϭ 0.75, P Ͻ 0.001) demonstrates the consistency of MT responses for repeated measurements during this task, thus ruling out trial-by-trial variability as the prime cause for the lack of correlation in a. Note that only the data between 0 -40 imps per sec are shown. neurons tested showed such modulation in at least one configuration. This proportion far exceeds that reported previously in the literature for this area and serves to further emphasize that shifting populations of neurons contribute to the perceptual solution of different bistable patterns.
Discussion
Perceptual modulation, i.e., describing the changes in firing rate accompanying the resolution of sensory ambiguity or visual conflict, is a well documented property of some neurons in the visual cortex. This phenomenon is of great interest for the neurophysiologist because it indicates that the activity of feature-responsive cells draws at least partially upon internally generated, interpretive information about a sensory stimulus. Although flash suppression is not a ''pure'' perceptual stimulus because different perceptual states are preceded by differences in the order of stimulus presentation, it has been used successfully and contributed greatly to the understanding of how subjective mental states are supported in the visual brain (13, 19) .
The present results argue that it is incorrect to classify individual neurons as belonging to a ''sensory'' or ''perceptual'' network because the same cell can appear to carry either type of signal depending upon the exact stimulus conflict. In fact, in our study, neurons often showed strong perceptual modulation for one rivalry configuration while showing none at all for another, even when the two configurations differed by having one rivaling monocular stimulus replaced by another that elicited the same sensory response. This condition frequently resulted in the same visual percept emerging despite grossly different patterns of underlying neural activity, an observation that might have important implications for understanding how the cortical machinery extracts and ultimately promotes one possible perceptual interpretation over another.
It is interesting to note that our results share several similarities with findings on the effects of visual selective attention on neuronal activity in area MT and other areas (20) . In particular, the amount of percept-related modulation observed with bistable visual patterns resembles the amount of modulation found in endogenous attention tasks (3, 21, 22) , although the type of stimulus competition is rather different (typically dichoptic stimuli in the case of rivalry vs. nonoverlapping, binocularly congruent stimuli in the case of attentional selection). Moreover, it has been found that the amount of attentional modulation can also be influenced by the choice of competing components of a stimulus pair (23) . These similarities in neuronal processing can also be related to psychophysical interactions of selective attention and perceptual dominance (24) , which might point to a common mechanism of endogenous stimulus selection during sensory processing (3).
One major implication of our results is that many more feature-responsive neurons in the visual cortex show perceptual modulation than previously appreciated when larger numbers of bistable stimuli are considered. In the present study, for example, Ϸ40% of MT neurons showed significant modulation with perception for any given stimulus (Fig. 4b) . This finding is in agreement with previous studies (7, 9, 10) . However, when considered across the four stimulus configurations, 70%-90% of cells showed modulation for at least one of the rivalry stimulus pairs. Thus, at least in this area, percept-modulated activity does not seem to be relegated to a specialized subclass of neurons, but is instead a shared feature of the majority of cells. It is likely that this percentage would increase even further if additional bistable stimuli were tested (this possibility is well supported by unpublished data, in which we have tested the same neurons with bistable structure-from-motion patterns). It is interesting to note that the repeated observation that 40%-50% of stimulus-tuned neurons show percept-related changes in MT might reflect the limits governing what fraction of feature-selective neurons can act at any one time to support a perceptual interpretation. It is also important to note that evidence from the present study (SI Fig. 7a) , as well as from a previous one (16) , indicates that the depth of perceptual modulation is, at least to some extent, related to the tuning strength of the cell. Clearly this relationship Fig. 3a . As indicated by a red dashed line, the mean value of AUC for each of the two stimulus classes amounts to 0.62 (0.619 and 0.168, accordingly). Nonetheless, we found no significant correlation between the AUC values of each neuron when the different stimulus configurations were compared (r ϭ 0.22, P ϭ 0.06). Furthermore, we found a small number of neurons that showed significant choice probabilities Ͻ0.5 for a unique stimulus configuration. Hence, this effect of reversed selectivity during rivalry stimulation as reported in previous studies (6, 10) seems to be stimulus-specific as well. Significance has been assessed by using a random permutation test with ␣ ϭ 0.05. The stimulus conventions and color scheme are similar to that used in Fig. 3. (b) Fraction of modulating neurons for a single-rivalry stimulus compared with testing with multiple stimulus sets. Only neurons that differentiated significantly between the rival stimuli in the physical alternation control condition were taken into analysis (data from monkey E00 by using random dot stimuli; n ϭ 32). (Left) Average fraction of modulating neurons as assessed for each pair of random dot rival stimuli in isolation (see Fig. 1d ; error bar is SEM). The result of Ϸ40% modulating neurons has been reported with different kinds of stimuli before and is considered typical of area MT. Note the rather small variability, which indicates that for each pair of rival stimuli the number of modulating neurons was largely comparable. (Right) Fraction of neurons that were significantly modulating with at least one pair of rival stimuli when all four stimulus configurations were considered together (Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). Because different neurons exhibit significant perceptual modulation with different sets of stimuli (see Figs. 2b, 3a, and 4a) , the overall number of cells with significant perceptual modulation is far larger than when a single stimulus pair is used for testing. In fact, the overall fraction of cells that modulate with different stimulus configurations is 93%, which reveals that almost all of the MT neurons we tested carried perceptual information with at least one stimulus configuration. A similar result was found when the grating stimuli were used (both monkeys, n ϭ 85; 29% of neurons for a single stimulus vs. 74% when all stimulus configurations were considered together).
is only one factor influencing the perceptual modulation of a neuron with a give bistable pattern, and it is not sufficient to explain the idiosyncratic perceptual modulation demonstrated in the present study. Nonetheless, exploring further connections between the role of neurons during unambiguous and ambiguous visual patterns holds promise for gaining a more complete understanding of the role of individual feature-selective neurons in disambiguating a sensory conflict.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Electrophysiological recordings were performed in two healthy adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing Ϸ14.5 and Ϸ9 kg, respectively. All experiments were carried out with great care to ensure the well being of the monkeys and were in full compliance with the guidelines of the local authorities (Regierungspräsidium Tübingen), as well as the European Community (EUVD 86/609/EEC) for the care and use of laboratory animals.
Neurophysiological Recordings. At the beginning of each session, a Wheatstone-type mirror stereoscope was positioned in front of the monkeys' heads and calibrated while monkeys were performing a fixation task. After lowering electrodes into area MT, single units were isolated and receptive fields were manually mapped by using moving bars and gratings as stimuli. We tried to maximize the number of cells that were responsive for motion on the horizontal axis (i.e., left-or rightward motion) by lowering each electrode individually. After initial characterization, electrodes were left in place for the rest of the recording session. See SI Methods for additional details.
Behavioral Paradigm. All trials started with a short period during which a fixation spot was shown in isolation (300 -500 msec) and the monkey had to acquire and hold fixation. Fixation was defined as keeping the center of view within a fixation window of 0.5°of visual angle radius. No consistent eye movement patterns could be found to be associated with either perceptual state during both tasks. BRFS trials generally consisted of two parts. During a brief adapting period, one of the rivaling stimuli was presented monocularly, whereas a dark screen was shown to the other eye. After 850 msec, another stimulus was turned on (f lashed) in the other eye. This sequence is known to lead to the second stimulus dominating perception following its presentation.
BRFS stimuli for monkeys K97 and E00 consisted of dissimilar drifting grating patterns presented dichoptically at the center of gaze. Gratings were of sinusoidal luminance profile, with maximum contrast provided by the screen. Their spatial frequency varied from one to five cycles per visual angle, and their temporal frequency varied one cycle per sec. Stimuli were adjusted to cover the receptive fields of a maximal amount of simultaneously recorded cells (between 2.75-4.5°of visual angle radius). Motion vectors of monocular stimuli were stepped between 0-360°in 45°i ncrements. The size, spatial frequency, color, speed, and contrast of the stimuli were chosen to minimize partial suppression during the first second following flash suppression. The ocular configuration of the stimuli was pseudorandomized. Orthogonal drifting gratings shown to different eyes have been reported to occasionally evoke a percept of intermediate motion direction, between that of the two component patterns (25, 26) . Although we have not observed this effect in a separate human psychophysical evaluation of our stimuli, we wanted to ensure that our results did not reflect such vector summation, which does not occur with drifting random dots (27) , so we also produced binocular rivalry with random dots (monkey E00 only). The coherence of random dot patches was held constant at 100%. Reliable flash suppression with either type of stimuli was verified by several human observers (data not shown). See SI Methods for additional details.
Analysis. All analyses were performed offline by using custom software written in MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). Single-unit activity was assessed offline by using a customwritten spike sorter. Spike density functions were computed by convolving each point in the poststimulus histograms with a Gaussian kernel of ϭ 15 (28) . Response levels for each condition corresponded to the average single-unit activity response for 200-800 msec after the second stimulus onset. The first 200 msec following stimulus onset were disregarded to focus on sustained firing rate differences, rather than any evoked activity transients. This time window was also used for ROC analysis for the assessment of perceptual modulation. Specifically, the value of the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was computed by using the approach described (15). Significant perceptual modulation was then assessed by means of a random permutation test by using Monte Carlo simulation with 4,000 repetitions. Details are provided in SI Methods. 
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